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Documentary Review: 'No Look Pass' -- on Love and Basketball | Hyphen magazine - Asian American…

learns how to drive in a shaggy Citreon, German-style. On the other hand, excellently filmed basketball scenes are filled with drama that rival those
of a big budget Hollywood production. Finally, the characters who grace Emily’s life are always entertaining in their own ways -- the coach of
Harvard’s women’s team has a knack for half-time expletives that could land her a role in a Tarantino film.
Unfortunately, any attempts to resolve the tension between Emily and her family are never shown. In a way, those confrontations may not be needed,
because Emily already knows what she wants and has no plan to compromise her happiness to please her parents. While this does not help the
audience to better understand the the complexities of a life beset by equally strong duties to family responsibilities and personal desires, and what
happens when those do not cross, we can at least be assured that at least for now, Emily is living the dream of having both love and basketball.
No Look Pass (http://www.nolookpassthemovie.com/) premieres at OutFest (http://www.outfest.org) in Los Angeles on July 9.
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